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Residential spaces



Private residence - INDIA - Backlit ceiling XXL - Installation: NAKSHATRA

The 5 key arguments...

...for the advantages of CLIPSO®

for walls and ceilings in
residential spaces:

1. New and refurbished

2. Rapid

3. Perfect finishing

4. No noise

5.  Correction of construction 
defects

Residential - Living room - BELGIUM - White ceiling with lighting 
integration - Installation MonaVisa

Residential - living room - BELGIUM - White ceiling
Installation: MonaVisa



“My wife had the idea of printing her creation to brighten up 
our interior. All that remained was to choose the support: 
sticker, wallpaper, giant poster, PVC film, etc. 
A durable material, pleasant to the touch, with good print 
quality, ecological, a one-piece covering... CLIPSO® covering 
was perfectly suited. My wife is delighted because the result is 
great, breathtaking. ”
  
CHRISTINE & CLAUDE DECASSE, PARIS

Residential - Bedroom - BELGIUM 
Backlit printed walls
Installation: MonaVisa 

Residential - bathroom - Acoustic ceiling and printed canvas

"The house we’d just bought needed 
refurbishing. All the ceilings and walls were 

in very poor condition: scales, cracks, stains, 
holes, etc. 

We opted for CLIPSO® after comparing it with 
other solutions on the market. And we’re 

satisfied with the impeccable finish of our 
CLIPSO© ceilings and stretch walls. What’s 

more, the speed of installation allowed us to 
move in quickly. ”

SUZANNE & BERNARD WIMMER, 
STRASBURG

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE
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Private residence - BELGIUM - Acoustic ceiling
Installation: MonaVisa

Private home - Acoustic ceiling & printed walls

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE
“I had plans to transform my old attic into 
a modern office. Since I had no knowledge 
of decoration or DIY, I called on an interior 
designer in my city, who was also an 
approved installer of the CLIPSO® network. 

My stretched ceiling fits perfectly into my 
new workspace, in perfect harmony with 
its contemporary styling. It also made it 
possible to hide all unsightly cables, lighting 
and ventilation systems. ” 

MARIA ROSSI, NICE
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